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The institute document dealing with PhD regulations says the following

Each student will be required to take a comprehensive examination which will test the
students’ comprehension of his/her broad field of research and his/her academic prepa-
ration and potential to carry out the proposed research plan. The comprehensive exami-
nation should be a combination of written and oral examination and should be separately
conducted before evaluation of the research proposal...

A Full Time student is given a maximum of 18 months and a Part-Time student gets a maximum
of 24 months to complete the requirements of the comprehensive examination from the time of
joining. After passing the comprehensive examination, the student becomes a Candidate for the
PhD degree. For further details of the PhD requirements and programme, please consult the Post
Graduate Courses of Study. The purpose of this document is to lay down the norms of the written
comprehensive examination for PhD students in the Dept of Computer Science and Engineering.

Note that the minimum credit requirement for PhD students in the Dept of CSE having (not
having) MTech degree is 6 (12) 1 - on par with the Institute requirements.

The comprehensive area requirements be divided into two broad categories
1. Core 2. Non-core

The core category pertains to the following subjects

• Data Structures and Algorithms

• Programming Languages

• Operating Systems

• Computer Organisation and Architecture

The non-core category covers other Computer Science subjects including Software Engg, Ar-
tificial Intelligence, Graphics, Vision, DataBase, Networks

AND
outside department subjects like Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, Physics and any other field
which capture the strong inter-disciplinary nature of research in Computer Science.

A student will be required to clear three distinct subject areas with AT LEAST one from a
core category and two more from any areas (including core subjects). The areas will be decided by
the student in consultation with the supervisor and SRC and the plan must be communicated to
the DRC by the end of the first semester.

What does it mean to clear an area

The written comprehensive examinations in each of the core-area subjects and other CSE sub-
jects (as requested by the students) will be administered in the first week of every semester. A
student gets a maximum of two attempts to pass a subject.

Alternately

A student can enroll for a relevant course and obtain a minimum B grade which will be considered

1The earlier requirement was 12 (24) credits.
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equivalent to clearing the area. The Table given below enumerates relevant subjects for each area.
For the non-CSE subjects, it will be the responsibility of the students’ SRC to define relevant
courses.
Note that, if you enroll for an undergraduate subject for this purpose, then the credits won’t be
counted towards your course requirements.

Core Areas

Area Qualifying Courses

Data Structures and Algorithms CSL 356, CSL 630, CSL 758

Operating Systems CSL 373, CSL 633

Programming Languages CSL 302, CSL 728

Computer Organisation and Architecture CSL 718

Other CSE Areas

Software Engineering CSL 740

Networks CSL 374, CSL 672

Databases CSL 332, CSL 632

Computer Graphics CSL 781

Computer Vision CSL 840

Artificial Intelligence CSL 333, CSL 671

Numerical Analysis CSL 361

Distributed Computing CSL 830 , CSL 847

Table of Area-Course Equivalence2

2This is not exhaustive.
These courses are not offered every semester - to plan your comprehensive exams properly, consult the Courses of
Study.
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